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About This Content

Includes 4 unique ability and wargear items to equip your squad with.

VENOMOUS TALONS: Attacks upon the enemy now have a guaranteed chance to stun and poison them for a short
duration.

POISONOUS CYSTS: After taking a fixed amount of melee damage your Swarmlord will now spray a poison cloud
that damages your enemies.

SHADOW IN THE WARP: When hit you now convert some of that damage to energy to power your abilities.

WARP FIELD: Calls forth an energy shield to protect your character from damage.
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Adds 3 new skirmish maps with a litle extra challenge of neutral Dragons spawning. Boring and uncreative DLC.

Nothing to invest a single cent into.. Zombie Killtime is a very basic blockish game in which you kill zombies (as the title
suggests).
Nothing too amazing, just kill the zombies before they kill you. The usual stuff.

Unfortunately, you are unable to save games; so, if you get to level 99, make a mistake and die, then you have to start all over
again from level 1. Not impressive; that sort of thing is just a massive time-waster as far as I am concerned.

The nine achievements are all set for long play time.
* Make it to wave 100
* Kill a total of 10000 zombies
* Earn 1000000 dollars
* Spend 1000000 dollars
* Get 10000 headshots
* Get 10000 longshots
* Get 10000 one shot kills
* Kill a total of 1000 bosses
* Get 10000 melee kills
At this date, your Steam achievements list doesn't show your cumulative totals.

It's obvious from the outset that this is not an advanced and amazing game; so, it's a shame that Steam only has a "Yes" or "No"
choice as to whether you recommend this game - there needs to be at least a third option, one which says something like "It's ok
for what it is".

That's how I would rate Zombie Killtime, it's ok for what it is. You can see that it's a very basic game, so you should expect
nothing more.
However, with all that said, on balance, I have to give this game a thumbs down.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

UPDATE:
I have moved the following section to the bottom of the review, as it is no longer applicable; however, I haven't deleted it from
the review altogether as it shows that the developer of this game pays attention to comments and responds, which should be
commended.

The game gives you the option to change the keyboard settings, but it actually wouldn't accept the arrow keys instead of the
WASD keys - so I wasn't impressed with that.
[UPDATE: This situation has changed, the arrow keys will now work when altered in the settings. Well done to the developer!!].
Shoot aliens as a cat. What more can you ask for.. Stay safe is a challenging but really satisfying die&retry and futuristic racing
games.
I am especially a big fan of the soundtrack + all those moments where you successfully finish the race after doing an epic risky
move to cut the track and win precious seconds. I felt both proud of myself and like I was a good video game player - which I
am not. So it's great and I definitely recommend it.. Its short and interesting game with some diferent mechanics from what we
are used to, gameplay itself is very basic and only about 20-30 mins total if you are going for the achievements.. i only received
aurom 6000, did not get the rest of the item- any gm\/person incharge pls look into it. ABSOLUTELY NEEDS A
TUTORIAL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
It took me a bit to figure out how the controls worked.

I am not sure if the game is good or not.
Once a tutorial is placed, I'll leave a like.

The art and characters are cute, the gameplay is not so much at this moment.
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Having played this game in early access for quite some time, I can admit the only thing that brought me to it was the Brevik's
themselves. Being a life long gamer of D2 and 3k hours + in Marvel Heroes it is safe to say that I enjoy his products.
**ALERT** I typically DO NOT enjoy these style games. They don't typically attract me so I bought this game with the sole
intention of just helping them. HOWEVER, after playing the game in descent mode I found myself having a ton of fun. I made
multiple classes, Bard being my favorite. I've been waiting for official release so I could see it at it's current best. If this game
was able to draw me in, someone who traditionally doesn't like these games, that should say how fun and exciting the game can
be. The Brevik's stream the game all the time and David is constantly updating the game with patches and keeping a heavy
involvement with the community. If you took yourself and a significant other to the movies, it would cost you $20 which last
2-3 hrs. Spend 20$ and help support the Brevik's and have many many hours of fun in this AWESOME loot explosion, boss
killing, mob destroying, crafting extravaganza and oh shoot, manage your inventory!! A+ product!. It is what it looks like a
pretty simple, 2D, top down space shooter with a huge proceedurally generated universe. I am enjoying it thoroughly. I was
expecting to have finished it and figured out the pixelfrazzer by this point (about 10 hours of gameplay), but I have not yet... It
is on the edge of feeling grindy at this point as I havent seen much new stuff in the last few upgrades of difficulty, but I will give
it a few more hours and see how it goes.. It is a great way to kill time. Good Soundtrack, definitely worth the price.
Unveil's English is kinda funny but it's still a good song to listen to.. Nice skins, reminds me of my holidays :D
Would love more paint jobs
Worth it. this is the best game ever 10\/10\/10\/10\/10\/10\/10. Good little game here. 10\/10. More add ons please!!!. A simple
concept which beautifully uses VR in an intuitive, beautiful way. The graphics fit the feel of the game wonderfully. Not only do
I recommend this game to VR gamers, but to developers who want to see how it can (should?) be done.

5\/5 stars, if I could add stars. Recommended!. poor quality, overly repetitve within minutes
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